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Abstract

This paper presents an approach to a macroprudential stress test for the euro area banking system, comprising the 91 largest euro area credit institutions across 19 countries. The approach involves modelling banks’ reactions to changing economic conditions. It also examines the effects of adverse scenarios on economies and the financial system as a whole by acknowledging a broad set of interactions and interdependencies between banks, other market participants, and the real economy. Our results highlight the importance of the starting level of bank capital, bank asset quality, and banks’ adjustments for the propagation of shocks to the financial sector and real economy.
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Executive summary

**Stress tests are an important tool for assessing banking sector vulnerabilities and resilience.** The complexity of financial institutions’ balance sheets and the diversity of their business models make it challenging to correctly identify banks’ sensitivities. Stress test exercises illustrate how the banking system would perform under adverse circumstances and provide information about potential capital needs of institutions. As such they have high value in informing regulators and market participants about weak spots in the functioning of financial intermediation.

**This paper presents the methodology of a macroprudential stress test of the euro area banking sector.** This methodology differs from that of the regular European Union wide stress test led by the European Banking Authority (EBA) in two main respects: (i) the constant balance sheet assumption is relaxed in order to study dynamic adjustments of banks; (ii) it permits the comprehensive modelling of an adverse feedback loop between the banking sector and the real economy. The core of the feedback mechanism is a link between banks’ capitalisation and aggregate credit to the real economy. The purpose of including the feedback loop is to increase awareness of systemic risks that can be triggered by adverse macroeconomic developments. Another difference between the two approaches is that the macroprudential stress test assesses the resilience of the banking system as a whole, while the EBA supervisory exercise is applied to assess the resilience of individual institutions.

**To illustrate the proposed methodology we evaluate the performance of the euro area banking sector in 2018-20 under the scenarios of the 2018 EBA supervisory stress test.** In the exercise we focus on 91 significant euro area banks. Our results complement the findings of the supervisory stress test and confirm that the euro area banking system is resilient to deep simultaneous recessions in the euro area and global economies combined with large falls in asset prices.

**Compared with the results derived under the constant balance sheet assumption, banks’ system-wide capital depletion in the adverse scenario is higher in the macroprudential stress test.** When comparing adverse system-wide CET1 capital levels in 2020 against the end of 2017, the macroprudential stress test reveals a €35 billion higher capital depletion then the analogous constant balance sheet exercise for the same sample of banks. However, because of banks’ deleveraging, CET1 ratios are on average higher in the macroprudential stress test.

**Compared with the 2018 Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) stress test results, the timing of the impact on bank solvency differs.** The FSAP foresees a gradual impact of the adverse scenario on banks’ capital, in contrast to the more frontloaded impact in the macroprudential stress test. The prediction of relatively lower capital ratios by the FSAP is mainly driven by higher severity for certain high-spread economies, and by the less pronounced deleveraging of banks facing strained capital levels.
Banks experiencing a CET1 capital shortfall compared with their capital requirement decrease their lending to a relatively greater degree than do banks with a CET1 surplus. Accordingly, loan growth of a large share of banks in the adverse scenario is negative, especially in the case of non-financial corporations. In the recession, non-performing loan (NPL) ratios double from 4% to 8% up to 2020. The sharpest increase in the ratio is observed for consumer credit. Finally, most banks cut dividends sharply when they face negative net returns.

In addition to the results based on the original adverse scenario, the report introduces an augmented adverse scenario involving a ‘credit crunch’. Excessive bank deleveraging followed by a ‘credit crunch’ could result in additional strain on the macroeconomy and further amplify the severity of the recession. The amplification effect is most likely to arise in banking systems with lower capitalisation. Against this background, the original adverse scenario could be considered a lower bound for the severity of the subsequent recession. In the augmented adverse scenario GDP drops by an additional 1.6% at the euro area level. In the cross-country perspective, the amplification mechanism is more pronounced for those countries that already show relatively low capitalisation of their banking systems at the beginning of the scenario horizon.

Interbank contagion may advance the deterioration of banks' capital shortfalls. A contagion mechanism related to the direct interconnected-ness between banks could lead to an additional CET1 ratio depletion amounting to 75 basis points by the end of 2020. This estimate involves both solvency and liquidity distress and assumes a default on bilateral exposures and short-term funding withdrawal by those banks experiencing capital shortfalls.

Credit from non-bank financial firms would only partially compensate for the drop in bank loans. When facing a reduction in the supply of bank loans, non-financial corporations (NFCs) will issue more bonds that are mainly acquired by non-banks and other real money investors. However, this will only partially compensate for the reduction in bank loans. Additionally, adverse macroeconomic and market conditions may trigger outflows from investment funds, as well as mutually reinforcing asset fire sales that impact negatively on banks and may further hamper their credit supply.
1 Introduction

Following the last financial crisis with its international dimension, in Europe great hopes have been vested in area-wide stress testing. Since 2011 the European Banking Authority (EBA), in cooperation with the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) and the European Central Bank (ECB), has been conducting a European Union (EU)-wide stress test of the banking system. This exercise benefits from the EU-wide coordination of macroeconomic scenarios, methodologies, benchmarks and broad cross-country coverage of all large EU banking institutions. Its methodology includes a range of assumptions, which increases the prudence of the exercise. For instance, the methodology excludes any action that banks may undertake to adjust the size or the composition of their assets and liabilities in response to adverse developments. At the same time, the constant balance sheet assumption rules out credit crunches and feedback from the financial sector to the real economy.

This paper discusses a complementary approach to stress testing where banks are allowed to adjust their balance sheets in response to macroeconomic developments. The core analysis rests on a semi-structural model of the euro area economies and 91 significant euro area banks. We choose to illustrate the approach using the same baseline and adverse scenarios as were used for the 2018 EU-wide exercise. In this setup, we discuss in detail banking sector results. Further, we look at the interactions between banks and the real economy and at how bank responses to stress may lead to additional amplification of initial, especially adverse, shocks. Last, using a set of partial equilibrium models we discuss the implications of contagion between banks and between banks and other financial market participants.

The analyses presented in this paper comprise but are not limited to the evolution of solvency ratios. In line with its macroprudential focus, the paper also discusses banks’ own-fund volumes, credit to the non-financial private sector, and aggregate economic output. The results show that once banks are allowed to adjust their balance sheets in response to adverse shocks, their solvency ratios are likely to remain higher than under the constant balance sheet assumption. However, affected economies may experience deeper contractions in credit, causing further deterioration in output. In order to prevent excessive credit shortages in adverse circumstances, capitalisation of the banking system may consequently need to be further increased.

Such a macroprudential stress test can be particularly relevant for macroprudential authorities. It can achieve one or more of three objectives. First, it may build a complementary metric for judging the resilience of the banking sector. Second, it can encourage banks and regulators to think about the system-wide consequences of banks’ most likely decisions in the situation of stress. And third, it can be used for scenario analysis to assess the reaction of the banking system when considering alternative macroprudential policy paths.

By acknowledging that banks react to market conditions, a macroprudential stress test builds a complementary metric for judging the resilience of the
banking sector. It offers insight into system dynamics under a more ‘realistic’ though often also less prudent set of assumptions compared with constant balance sheet stress tests. In addition, it provides information to policy-makers about: (i) the evolution of the system as a whole including e.g. credit dynamics, and (ii) the strength of the second-round effects, i.e. the intensity of endogenous systemic risks.

By illustrating how banks are likely to adjust in adverse circumstances, it encourages reflection on optimal adaptation strategies. A macroprudential stress test can provide additional information to banks on the impact on the system of single but often correlated decisions. In this role, stress tests constitute a ‘public good’ by providing better information to economic agents and facilitating the fine-tuning of their strategies.

Lastly, a macroprudential stress test can help to select and calibrate macroprudential instruments. The reaction of banks depends on their initial and target levels of capitalisation, with the latter being closely related to the regulatory setup. The outcomes of macroprudential stress tests will help in assessing the appropriateness of already announced capital buffers for the resilience of the banking sector and the supply of credit to the economy. The methodology and supporting analysis allow a quicker reaction of macroprudential authorities in the face of a crisis and facilitate anticipatory setting of macroprudential measures.¹

The paper is structured as follows. The next section summarises our modelling approach. Section 3 presents the stress test results in the baseline scenario, while Section 4 lays out the main results for the adverse scenario. All results summarised are based on banks’ reactions to the original adverse scenario included in the 2018 EU-wide stress testing exercise. Section 5 elaborates on selected aspects of the adverse and baseline scenarios along with the macroprudential perspective. It also introduces estimates of the effect of triggering the second-round effects on output and the real economy more broadly. Section 6 discusses the potential role of non-banks in the transmission of the adverse scenario. Section 7 concludes.

¹ In a 2015 speech, Vítor Constâncio contrasted the scope of macroprudential stress testing and that of supervisory stress test exercises along four dimensions: (i) constant versus dynamic balance sheet perspective, (ii) banks’ reactions, (iii) two-way interaction between liquidity and the real economy, and (iv) the interactions between banks and other sectors of the economy.
Methodology

The most notable element of our approach is the relaxation of the static balance sheet assumption in order to study the dynamic adjustments of banks and economies. The static balance sheet assumption is an important element of many supervisory stress tests, as it helps to ensure comparability of results across banks. At the same time, it precludes an analysis of banks’ reactions in response to the stress, reactions which are of genuine interest to macroprudential supervision.

The analysis in the next three sections employs a large scale semi-structural model linking macro and bank-level data. The model features a macroeconomic block for the 19 euro area economies and the representation of 91 significant banks with their individual balance sheets and profit and loss accounts. The macro block captures dynamic interdependencies of aggregate real and financial variables as well as cross-country spillovers via trade linkages. Banks in the model cover broadly 70% of banking sector assets in the euro area. They are represented with a sufficiently granular sectoral and geographical breakdown of assets and liabilities to reflect the main sources of heterogeneity across banks and their differential sensitivities towards macroeconomic shocks. The liability side distinguishes equity as well as wholesale and retail funding dynamics. For each bank, profitability and capital trends are further broken down into the impact of credit and market risk, net interest income, and dividend payouts.

Estimated behavioural relationships govern banks’ behavioural responses to the evolution of loan volumes, loan pricing, funding costs and profit distribution policies (Figure 1). In particular, banks react to changes in general economic conditions and avoid undercutting capital targets set by a combination of regulatory capital minimum requirements and buffers. Evidence suggests that such solvency constraints are enforced not only by the regulator but also by market discipline.

The model analyses amplification effects through banks’ adjustments in the presence of solvency constraints. In times of stress, solvency thresholds that prompt banks to adjust their balance sheets are likely to lie above regulatory minimum requirements.

---

2 The sample of banks includes 6 banks headquartered in Austria, 6 in Belgium, 2 in Cyprus, 19 in Germany, 11 in Spain, 2 in Finland, 10 in France, 4 in Greece, 4 in Ireland, 9 in Italy, 5 in Luxembourg, 2 in Malta, 6 in the Netherlands, 2 in Portugal and 3 in Slovenia.

3 The detailed description of the model is included in “Banking euro area stress test model”, by Budnik, K., Balatti, M, Dimitrov, I., Gross, J, Kleemann, M., Reichenbachas, T., Sanna, F., Sarychev, A., Sinienko, N., Volk, M., to be published still in 2019. The manuscript is available from the authors upon request.

4 See for example Estrella (2004), Gropp and Heider (2010), Cummings and Durrani (2016).
We run a macroprudential stress test employing the stress test scenario underlying the 2018 EBA exercise. Both stress tests share a common starting point of 2017. However, in contrast to the EBA scenario, which is described on an annual frequency, our model and results are derived on a quarterly frequency. The analysis is conducted under the assumption of no changes in macroprudential policies as well as no resolution of banks in case of failure.

The pass-through of scenarios to banks’ balance sheet parameters is to a degree possible based on top-down satellite models. This contrasts with the constrained bottom-up approach employed in many microprudential exercises, including the EU-wide stress test. The bottom-up venue gives more weight to banks’ own models and bank-specific particularities. In turn, the top-down venue permits a counterfactual exploration of stress test results in a more standardised fashion.

Figure 1
Schematic illustration of the macroprudential modelling approach

Applying a unified framework permits the comprehensive modelling of an adverse feedback loop between the banking sector and the real economy. The core of the feedback mechanism is a loop between the adjustments of banks and the aggregate credit that is available to the real economy. More specifically, in normal times banks adjust their credit volumes and interest rates largely in line with the evolution of aggregate credit demand. In adverse conditions, banks attempt to restore eroded capitalisation and credit supply factors become more relevant. Banks’ actions

---

5 In 2016 a Macroprudential Bulletin article summarised the results of the so-called macroprudential extension of the EU-wide stress test (Issue 2/2016). The example we use in this paper comes close to the 2016 exercise in terms of ambition: to complement the EBA stress test results with the evaluation of the second-round effects on banks’ solvency and on the real economy. The methodologies differ, however, with the current approach putting more emphasis on the impact of banks’ endogenous behaviour and heterogeneity of banks’ responses. The models underlying the macroprudential extension in 2016 were later summarised in an e-book (Dees et al, 2017).

6 A large set of satellite models employed in this exercise borrows from Dees et al (2017).

7 See for example Everaert et al. (2015).
aimed at repairing their capital levels take the shape of a negative credit supply shock affecting the macroeconomy.

The feedback loop between the banking system and the real economy can further aggravate the adversity of macroeconomic outcomes. Figure 2 sketches the timing and functioning of the model loop. At the beginning of each quarter the economy is hit by a series of shocks from either the baseline or the adverse scenario. These shocks can occasionally lead to a deterioration in economic conditions reflected in e.g. lower output or inflation. Credit demand, the riskiness and quality of bank assets, as well as the costs of funding and finally their profitability, are adversely impacted by these developments. In response, banks will endeavour to restore their profitability and solvency by adjusting the supply of loans and distribution of profit, and by trying to increase lending margins. The degree of this credit supply response depends mainly on banks’ capitalisation levels. If either the initial capitalisation levels of banks are low or the adverse scenario is exceptionally severe, the response of credit supply may exceed the one that would have been expected in ‘normal times’ when banks’ solvency targets are not strained. This ‘excessive’ credit shortage translates into a further adverse credit supply shock that adds to the set of structural shocks in the next quarter.

Figure 2
Schematic illustration of the feedback loop between banks and the real economy

![Feedback Loop Diagram]
3 Baseline scenario

The baseline scenario predicts a prolonged though fading economic expansion. In accordance with the ECB’s projections from December 2017, real GDP growth is projected to gradually slow down, from 2.4% in 2017 to 1.7% in 2020. The impact of favourable monetary policy is expected to decline gradually over the projection horizon. In addition, a deceleration in the growth rate of euro area foreign demand is expected to decelerate export growth.

The country dispersion of growth rates is mainly attributed to differences in potential output growth. Chart 1 shows the euro area average (marked in red) and the country dispersion of growth rates. Central European and southern European countries are expected to experience stronger growth rates, while larger economies will remain below the euro area average. In a similar vein, unemployment rates are projected to decline further, while real estate prices continue to expand at an elevated though gradually moderating pace until the end of the scenario horizon in 2020 (Chart 2).

Chart 1
GDP growth across countries

Decelerating but still favourable baseline conditions
(y-axis: growth in %)

Notes: Box plots show the distribution of growth rates across euro area countries. Boxes range from the 25th to the 75th percentile with medians displayed as horizontal lines. Upper and lower values of whiskers mark the range of 1.5 times the interquartile range from the boxes’ ends.
Chart 2
Growth in residential property prices

Baseline price growth decelerates moderately
(y-axis: growth in %)

Chart 3 reports credit growth across euro area countries. Credit growth is predicted to further accelerate compared with 2017 and to stabilise towards the end of the scenario horizon. However, cross-country heterogeneity in credit dynamics is substantial. This is driven by differences in baseline economic growth and real estate price developments. Likewise, the sustained recovery is moderately driving up bank lending rates.
Chart 3
Credit growth across countries

Credit to cyclically pick up
(y-axis: growth in %)

Notes: Box plots show the distribution of growth rates across euro area countries. Boxes range from the 25th to the 75th percentile with medians displayed as horizontal lines. Upper and lower values of whiskers mark the range of 1.5 times the interquartile range from the boxes’ ends.
4 Adverse scenario

4.1 The risk narrative

The adverse scenario assumes the materialisation of four financial stability risks, which the European Systemic Risk Board has identified as representing the most material threats to the euro area banking sector. The first of these risks is an abrupt and sizeable repricing of risk premia in global financial markets. Its materialisation spills over to the European countries though financial markets and foreign demand. The second risk relates to the decline in economic activity in the euro area, affecting in particular countries facing structural challenges in their banking sector. The third risk concerns increased political uncertainty and a resurgence of public and private debt sustainability concerns amid a potential repricing of risk premia. Fourth, liquidity risks in the non-bank financial sector materialise and spill over into the broader financial system.

The materialisation of the four risks is expected to result in a severe recession. The strongest negative impact on economic activity is expected in 2018 and 2019, with annual GDP growth rates of -0.9% and -2% respectively. This is 3.1 percentage points and 3.9 percentage points below the baseline projections. In 2020 the euro area is predicted to experience positive growth at a rate of 0.5% again, which still ranges 1.2 percentage points below baseline. Overall, the adverse scenario underlying the EBA exercise implies a deviation of euro area GDP from its baseline level by 7.8% in 2020 (Chart 4). Putting this in perspective, the cumulative GDP drop between the beginning and the trough of this recession would be 4.1% of GDP, which is still less severe than in the last recession, when it was equal to 6.1%.

In the scenario, negative domestic demand shocks reflect the impacts of the systemic risks associated with the euro area’s weak nominal growth, structural challenges, and debt sustainability concerns. Chart 4 presents a decomposition of the difference between the adverse and the baseline scenarios into the effect of economic shocks reflecting the narrative underlying the adverse scenario. This model-based decomposition serves two aims. First, it illustrates relative impacts of several shocks to the build-up of the adverse scenario. Second, it shows the evolution of the economy in the adverse scenario in the absence of an amplification effect stemming from non-linear response of banks’ credit supply.

---

8 A detailed description of the adverse scenario underlying the EBA’s EU-wide stress test exercise in 2018, including details of the methodology, is available here.

9 The baseline and adverse scenarios assume the same path of monetary policy interest rates in line with market expectations. All other things being equal, this amplifies the gap between the baseline and adverse forecasts of growth.
Another factor contributing to the reduction in GDP is the evolution of aggregate foreign demand. This derives from the global repricing of risk premia and the consecutive slowdown in advanced economies and global trade.

House price shocks capture an abrupt reversal of price trends in overheating real estate markets and contribute to the adverse real estate price developments. These two risks trigger an abrupt fall in residential real estate prices, which decrease by 25% to the end of the scenario horizon (Chart 5).

Chart 5
Adverse scenario impact on house prices

The scenario foresees a sudden and substantial drop

(y-axis: deviation from baseline in %)
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Last, equity price shocks reflect direct spillover from financial markets affected by the global repricing of risk premia. They contribute to a general deterioration in asset prices, and more specifically to a sharp decline in euro area equity price indices, by 31%.

The severity of the adverse scenario varies considerably across countries (Chart 6). In particular, countries with greater trade openness and countries with vulnerabilities in the housing sector are hit relatively harder by adverse foreign demand and property price shocks, respectively. These shocks particularly affect Estonia, Lithuania, Malta, Luxembourg, Austria, and Slovenia. At the same time, the more indebted countries are assumed to experience more pronounced increases in risk premia and thus in long-term yields. This holds especially for Portugal, Greece, Italy and Spain.

Chart 6
Adverse scenario intensity across countries

Adverse scenario intensity varies significantly
(y-axis left: growth in %, y-axis right: growth in basis points, x-axis: countries)

4.2 Impact on the banking system

Banks’ profitability is projected to remain relatively low despite the benign baseline scenario. Chart 7 compares aggregated banks’ return on assets in the

---

10 The subsection, including two topical boxes, presents results for the original adverse scenario that excludes an additional amplification mechanism arising from non-linear bank loan supply response.
baseline and adverse scenarios. Return on assets will benefit from favourable macroeconomic conditions and low loan losses. However, lending margins improve only marginally against the background of the long-term low interest-rate environment. As a result, banks’ returns on assets are expected to stay relatively low in historical terms.

Chart 7
Profitability of banks in baseline vs. adverse scenario

Return on assets: Profitability is hit immediately
(y-axis: quarterly return on assets in %)

In the adverse scenario, banking sector profitability already deteriorates substantially at the beginning of the projection horizon. Chart 8 shows a decomposition of banks’ return on assets into its key components over time. Higher losses from credit risk already affect banks’ profits considerably in the first quarter of 2018. This can be attributed to two factors. First, the adverse scenario already involves an abrupt deterioration in financial and macroeconomic conditions at the beginning of 2018. And second, with the introduction of IFRS9, loan loss provisions already become more forward-looking and increase substantially in 2018.

Note that banks submit their stress test results as annual figures. In contrast, the macroprudential stress test model applies a quarterly frequency. Jumps at the end of a year of the quarterly series can be attributed to the applied interpolation procedures.
In addition, a sharp fall in equity prices for most countries in 2018 leads to immediate impairments from financial assets (market risk). A widening of spreads adds to the negative impact on market risk. In the subsequent years, market risk already contributes positively to profitability as equity prices are predicted to recover and interest rate spreads to narrow again.\textsuperscript{12}

Net interest income (NII) is trending downward, while net fee and commission income (NFCI) provides a relatively stable source of returns. The downward trend in NII in the adverse scenario is strongly tied to a gradual increase in interest rate expenses due to high spreads. Banks that have originated mainly fixed-rate loans also face a more pronounced contraction in their net interest income. Although NFCI declines somewhat under the adverse scenario conditions in 2018, it generates more stable returns compared with other sources of income.

Solvency ratios are projected to decrease continuously in the adverse scenario, from 14.4\% in 2017 to 11.2\% in 2020 (Chart 9). This depletion may appear relatively mild, but it relates directly to the fact that banks are allowed to deleverage on their loan portfolios and restore their capital levels through that mechanism.

\textsuperscript{12} The contributions of net interest income, credit risk, change in risk exposure amount and dividend payouts are model results, whereas all others are given exogenously as projected by banks in the supervisory stress test exercise.
Chart 9
Solvency of banks in baseline vs. adverse

CET1 ratios diverge over the scenario horizon
(y-axis: CET1 ratio in %)

Changes in banks’ capital depletion mimic that of net returns, with most capital losses already appearing in 2018. Chart 10 illustrates the main drivers of the change in CET1 ratios in the adverse scenario. Higher loan losses contribute 3.7 percentage points to the drop in CET1, and this is followed by an effect of 0.8 percentage points from market risk and operational risk jointly. Changes in risk exposure amounts increase the CET1 ratio by 0.6 percentage points overall. This is driven by a considerable deleveraging of banks that overcompensates for the increase in risk weights.

Chart 10
Drivers of CET1 ratio in the adverse scenario

Credit risk drags on capital
(y-axis: contribution of each category to a change in CET1 ratio in pp)

* This category includes all other income and operating expenses.
Considering banking system-wide capital in 2020, regulatory capital (CET1) decreases by €266 billion relative to 2017 or €457 billion relative to the baseline scenario.

Banks’ loan volumes respond endogenously to the scenario conditions in the macroprudential stress test. Accordingly, lending to the non-financial private sector tightens sharply in the adverse scenario. At the end of the scenario horizon, in 2020, euro area wide credit volumes would be expected to have contracted by 11%. This is a considerable contraction compared with an expected increase in the volume of loans of 9% in the baseline.

Lower credit demand and the contraction of credit supply hit sectors differently. Chart 11 shows expected loan growth by economic sector across banks for both scenarios. In particular, credit to non-financial corporates contracts the most in the adverse scenario. Banks also deleverage significantly on loans to financial intermediaries, while sovereign exposures increase in both the baseline and the adverse scenario.

Chart 11
Cumulative loan growth to NFC and households

Non-financial corporate credit decreases the most in the adverse scenario

(\(y\)-axis: cumulative loan growth in %)

Notes: Box plots show the distribution of growth rates across banks. Boxes range from the 25th to the 75th percentile with medians displayed as vertical lines. Upper and lower values of whiskers are determined by the last values inside the range of 1.5 times the interquartile range from the boxes’ ends.

The ratio of non-performing loans increases substantially under the adverse scenario. Projections show a doubling of NPL ratios for the adverse scenario, in

\(^{13}\) Putting this contraction into perspective, in the last two decades 10 out of 19 euro area countries have experienced more pronounced cumulative declines of non-financial private credit within three years.
contrast to stable NPL ratios in the baseline (Chart 12). Along with the breakdown by sector, NFC loans contribute the most to the rise in NPLs in absolute terms. In relative terms, the rise in NPL ratios is the highest for consumer loans, which are usually also considered riskier. The evolution of NPL in the baseline is also largely determined by projected cure rates. See Box 1 for a comparison of the NPL ratio from the model with the one under the static balance sheet assumption, where cure rates are set to zero. Section 5.2 shows that higher levels of legacy assets are also associated with greater vulnerability of bank-level returns under the adverse scenario.

**Chart 12**

NPL ratio in baseline vs. adverse scenario

Substantial increase in non-performing loans in adverse scenario

(y-axis: NPL ratio in %)
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**Box 1**

Comparing micro- and macroprudential versions of the euro area stress test

The box contrasts the results of the macroprudential stress test with results derived under the constant balance sheet assumption. Two sets of results are derived on the basis of the baseline and original adverse EBA scenarios. Such a comparison can help to elucidate the role of banks’ adjustments to stress.

The macroprudential top-down assessment predicts more sensitive bank profitability. Chart A reveals relatively higher predicted baseline and lower predicted adverse scenario profitability levels in the macroprudential stress test.

---

14 The constant balance sheet stress test also includes other elements of EBA methodology such as floors on NII components and zero cure rates.
Differences in the dynamics of net interest income that contribute to the higher sensitivity of profits relate to changes in banks’ balance sheets. Chart B shows a substantial increase in net interest income, coupled with the expansion of banks’ balance sheets in the baseline and their contraction in the adverse scenario. In contrast, the dynamics of net interest income under the constant balance sheet assumption is driven only by changes in interest rate spreads and the evolution of NPLs.
Banks’ profit distribution policies impact differently on baseline capital levels under the constant versus the dynamic balance sheet assumptions. The distribution policies in the macroprudential stress test are modelled based on empirical relationships. Chart C illustrates the resulting difference in distribution policies between the two stress test approaches, which emerge in the baseline scenario only, adding up to about €20 billion (0.3% of 2017’s risk-weighted assets) for the whole banking system to 2020.

The dynamic balance sheet mechanism stabilises banks’ capital ratios in the macroprudential stress test. In the baseline scenario, banks’ CET1 ratios are in general higher for the macroprudential exercise (Chart D). This pattern is largely explained by higher profitability levels as
well as lower payout ratios. However, positive loan growth and expanding balance sheets are somewhat moderating the overall effect on capital ratios. Similarly, banks’ CET1 ratios for the adverse scenario tend to also be higher for the macroprudential stress test. Here, the positive effect of banks’ deleveraging on their CET1 ratios even exceeds the impact of lower profitability and an increase in risk weights (Chart E).

**Chart D**
Capital in the baseline scenario

Higher solvency in baseline scenario
(y-axis: density, x-axis: CET1 ratio in decimals)
Despite higher capital ratios, the depletion of absolute system-wide capital is larger for the macroprudential stress test. Consequently, a comparison of capital depletion in terms of CET1 ratios is not an exact metric for assessing the relative level of conservatism of the two types of stress tests. When comparing total CET1 capital levels in the banking sector, the constant balance sheet exercise reveals a difference of €313 billion between baseline and adverse scenarios. For the macroprudential stress test this depletion metric increases to €457 billion.

Compared with the 2017 starting point, system-wide CET1 capital depletion is €35 billion higher in the macroprudential stress test. Chart F presents CET1 depletion in relation to the end-2017 total risk exposure amounts. Along this dimension, the macroprudential stress test also reveals a tendency towards higher bank-level depletion of capital.
The two versions of the stress test also differ in respect to the dynamic of NPL ratios. The EU supervisory exercise assumes zero cure rates and no write-offs of NPLs from banks’ balance sheets. Under these assumptions the NPL ratio also increases quite dramatically in the baseline scenario (see Chart G). The assumptions are relaxed in the macroprudential stress test. In addition, the dynamic balance sheet perspective allows growing out of an existing NPL stock under favourable macroeconomic conditions. Chart G shows that the sensitivity of the NPL ratio to macroeconomic conditions is higher in the macroprudential stress test. More precisely, the NPL ratio stays almost constant under baseline conditions, while it almost doubles under the adverse scenario.

15 Details are provided in the appendix.
Box 2
Comparison with the IMF Euro Area Financial System Stability Assessment of 2018

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) conducted and published a solvency stress test for the largest 28 euro area banks in 2018. The Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) adverse scenario involves: (i) tighter than expected financial conditions, (ii) weaker global growth, and (iii) heightened policy and geopolitical uncertainty. The severity of the adverse economic scenario is slightly less than in the EBA scenario. In the FSAP exercise, euro area GDP decreases by 7.1% relative to baseline, compared with a 7.8% decrease in the EBA exercise. The FSAP adverse scenario hits so-called high-spread economies (Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain) particularly hard, whereas the EBA adverse scenario puts more emphasis on potential conjectural setbacks and strains economies which recently experienced relatively high growth.

In terms of methodology, FSAP also deviates from the static balance sheet assumption. However, the balance sheet dynamics follow the simple rule of thumb of evolving in line with nominal GDP. The stress test also covered a narrower sample, of the 28 largest euro area banks.

Comparing results for the same 28 banks, FSAP results show different timing of effects, with lower capital depletion in 2018 but higher depletion by 2020 (Chart A). The main drivers of the differences in the 2020 capital levels are the FSAP’s greater adversity for the high-spread economies on the one hand and the cushioning effect of the pronounced deleveraging of banks in the dynamic model based stress test underlying this report on the other.

16 See IMF Country Report No. 18/226 for details.
4.3 Augmenting the adverse scenario with a feedback loop

In addition to the original adverse scenario underlying the EBA exercise, the paper introduces an augmented adverse scenario. This entails two possible interpretations of the adverse scenario underlying the EBA exercise. To a degree, adverse macroeconomic conditions weaken the quality of assets and capitalisation of banking systems, and can trigger negative credit supply effects and a ‘credit crunch’. A reduction in credit will lead to additional strain on the macroeconomy and the severity of the recession could be amplified.

The adverse scenario underlying the EBA exercise (‘original adverse scenario’) can be interpreted as a scenario with either full or partial acknowledgement of this feedback mechanism. In the rest of the analysis we assume the former interpretation of the scenario. However, the argument for interpreting the original adverse scenario as reflecting the feedback loop between the banking sector and the real economy only partially is that the models underlying its design were fitted on historical data representing mostly non-crisis times. At the same time, a banking
system that experiences aggregate capital shortfalls in crisis times may react differently from the same well-capitalised system. Such a non-linearity in the response of the macro-financial system is unlikely to be captured in the original adverse scenario, and can be replicated in the model used in the macroprudential stress test.

The ‘augmented adverse scenario’ adds an adverse feedback loop between banks and the real economy that emerges due to non-linear reaction of banks to stress. This assumes that the response of banks to their capital shortfall is not fully reflected in the original adverse scenario and needs greater emphasis. More precisely, banks ‘normal’ linear reaction to the deterioration in profit, asset quality and capitalisation is assumed to be accommodated in the original scenario, while their ‘excessive’ non-linear reaction needs to be accounted for. Linear and non-linear changes in bank lending are separated based on empirical estimates. The difference between the two scenarios reflects the working of the feedback loop and non-linear reaction of banks to the deterioration in their balance sheets.

Emphasising the feedback between the banking sector and the real economy increases the severity of the adverse scenario. Results for the augmented adverse scenario show considerable amplification through the real-financial feedback loop. In the aggregate figures, GDP contracts by about 1.6 percentage points more by 2020; in addition there is a cumulative 2.4% GDP contraction in the ‘original adverse scenario’. In the cross-country perspective, GDP contracts by an additional 0.2 percentage points to 3.5 percentage points compared with the original adverse scenario. The amplification mechanism is more pronounced for those countries that already show relatively low capitalisation of their banking systems at the beginning of the scenario horizon (Chart 13).

Chart 13
GDP in a scenario with feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augmented adverse scenario leads to additional 1.6 pp drop in GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(y-axis: cumulative GDP growth in %, x-axis: countries)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17 A CET1 capital shortfall is defined as the difference between the actual CET1 ratio and the target CET1 ratio. The latter consists of Pillar 1 requirements, Pillar 2 requirements, combined buffer requirements, and Pillar 2 guidance.
The effects in the original adverse scenario can be seen as a lower bound, whereas the augmented adverse scenario with feedback can serve as an upper bound for the severity of bank-level and economy-wide outcomes. However, the considerations referred to earlier suggest that the augmented adverse scenario with feedback may be a better representation of the expected amplification mechanisms and final outcomes associated with the realisation of systemic risks.

Chart 14
Residential real estate prices in a scenario with feedback

Milder amplification in real estate price drops by augmented adverse scenario

(y-axis: cumulative house price growth in %, x-axis: countries)
5 Discussion of selected results\textsuperscript{18}

5.1 Solvency: banks deleverage to meet requirements

In the adverse scenario, capital shortfalls trigger balance sheet adjustments for about half of the sample banks. Banks’ CET1 ratios fall by 3.2 percentage points on average relative to 2017 values. As a consequence, about half of the banks exhibit capital shortfalls\textsuperscript{19}, i.e. their regulatory capital ratios fall below their respective regulatory target value (Chart 15). Although such a shortfall would not necessarily trigger any regulatory measures, banks can be expected to take precautionary action.

Chart 15
Distribution of CET1 surplus/shortfall in 2020

Almost half of the banks have a capital shortfall in the adverse scenario in 2020
(y-axis: density, x-axis: CET1 surplus/shortfall in 2020 in %)

\textbf{Business models determine initial capital levels and depletion rates.} Comparing across business models, capital depletion is highest for custodians and asset managers, but these also show the highest capital levels initially and they remain highly capitalised after the shock, with CET1 ratios around 19%. The lowest rates of depletion are found rather for the specialised sectoral lenders (Chart 16).

\textsuperscript{18} This section is based on the same original adverse scenario as subsections 4.1 and 4.2.
\textsuperscript{19} A CET1 capital shortfall is defined as the difference between the actual CET1 ratio and the target CET1 ratio. The latter consists of Pillar 1 requirements, Pillar 2 requirements, combined buffer requirements, and Pillar 2 guidance.
Banks experiencing capital shortfalls decrease lending relatively more. In contrast to the baseline, raising fresh capital becomes difficult in times of banking sector stress. Chart 17 shows loan growth in the adverse scenario at bank counterparty level for non-financial corporations and households between 2017 and 2020. Banks with capital shortfalls lower their lending considerably more relative to surplus banks. Furthermore, lending to non-financial corporates contracts significantly more. This feature can be explained partly by on average shorter maturities and higher riskiness of the NFC loans, as capital-constrained banks have incentives to deleverage the most on these two types of loans.
In aggregate, supply constraints become more binding in the adverse scenario.

When economic conditions are favourable, loan demand factors are the main driver of loan dynamics, and loan supply factors play only a minor role. This can be read from Chart 18, which decomposes the cumulated growth of loans to the non-private financial sector into the effect of market-segment-specific demand factors and institution-specific supply side factors. In adverse conditions a share of banks experience capital shortfall and deleverage in order to meet their capital requirements. As banks’ capital gaps increase, and the fraction experiencing capital shortfall surge, the deleveraging processes are likely to show a non-linear pattern. The negative contribution of credit supply is the most prominent for NFC loans, which typically represent the riskiest segment of a bank’s loan portfolio. However, even in absence of any supply side effects the growth of loan volumes would be negative.
Overall, the results indicate that the euro area banking system is resilient at the current juncture. Despite facing losses cumulating over 2018-2020 to reach 20% of 2017 CET1 capital, only 26% of the stress-tested significant euro area banks fall below their combined buffer requirement. And less than 10% of banks would experience problems with meeting minimum Pillar 1 and 2 capital requirements. As the latter group of banks represents only 2.8% of total assets in the sample, the resilience of the euro area banking system as a whole would not be materially impaired.

5.2 Legacy assets: balance sheet quality and banks’ vulnerability in the adverse scenario

The initial quality of assets on banks’ balance sheets is in inverse relation to their profitability in the adverse scenario. Chart 19 suggests that banks’ NPL ratios in 2017 are inversely related to the evolution of their return on assets in the adverse scenario. This is noteworthy, as the severity of the adverse scenario (e.g. in terms of GDP decline) is relatively milder for countries that have recently experienced an unfavourable economic situation. The relationship shown in Chart 19 is thus unlikely to arise due to differences in scenario adversity across countries alone. It may in turn be driven by the differences in the vulnerability of banks’ balance sheets to economic shocks.
Quality of initial balance sheet affects banks’ profitability in adverse scenario

(y-axis: ROA in decimals, x-axis: NPL ratio in decimals)

Additionally, asset quality indicators may deteriorate proportionally more for the weakest banks. In addition, Chart 20 reveals also in the context of NPLs that lower capitalised banks are more likely to show increasing NPL ratios under the adverse scenario. The scatterplot shows a negative relationship between banks’ initial CET1 ratios in 2017 and the projected changes in NPL ratios in the adverse scenario. Such a relationship may arise due to legacy issues only and the delayed effects of higher risk-taking and credit expansion of high-NPL banks in the past.

Chart 20
Association of initial CET1 ratios and NPL increases until 2020

(y-axis: NPL difference in decimals, x-axis: CET1 ratio in decimals)
5.3 Vulnerabilities: low profitability and low capital

Weak initial capitalisation and low levels of profitability in adverse conditions are systemically associated. Chart 21 documents an unfavourable association between the sensitivity of banks’ profitability in the adverse scenario and their capitalisation levels at the end of 2017. Consequently, high risk-taking, as indicated by low capitalisation, seems to predict a more sensitive return on assets. This association may be confounded by the impact of risk weights. Chart 22 therefore shows the association of the leverage ratio with banks’ capital depletion in the adverse scenario. Again, the figure suggests that banks with higher leverage in 2017 perform worse in the adverse relative to the baseline scenario. This pattern may indicate that at the current juncture a share of banks takes on relatively high risk while holding potentially insufficient capital against that risk.

Chart 21
Relationship between CET1 ratio and banks’ sensitivity to stress in the scenario

Low CET1 ratios are associated with higher scenario sensitivity with respect to ROA

(y-axis: difference in ROA in decimals, x-axis: CET1 ratio in decimals)
5.4 Foreign lending: a source of cross-country spillovers

Foreign lending can become an important source of cross-border spillover effects. Chart 23 shows the differential reaction of loans issued by domestic and foreign banks by geography. The dynamics of foreign and domestic borrowing differ substantially in the adverse scenario. In almost all countries, the non-financial private sector faces higher contraction in loans provided by foreign banks compared with domestic banks.

Chart 23
Foreign vs. domestic borrowing by geography of banks’ exposure

Foreign lending as an important source of cross-border spillovers
(y-axis: cumulative loan growth to non-financial private sector in %, x-axis: countries – counterparty)
The comparison between domestic and foreign lending provides an additional perspective (Chart 24). Two factors drive the result. First, loan demand differs in domestic and foreign markets. And second, banks are found to deleverage more on foreign in contrast to domestic loans when facing capital constraints. Overall, the differences presented reveal a potentially significant spillover channel.

Chart 24
Foreign vs. domestic lending by geography of banks’ headquarters

5.5 Profit distribution: dividend payouts considerably constrained and depressed

Banks’ dividend distribution policies are found to be very sensitive to capital shortfalls in the adverse scenario. In the baseline scenario, on average between 20% and 25% of profits are paid out as dividends, and most banks pay dividends. In the adverse scenario, however, the number of banks distributing profits and the corresponding dividend payout ratios decrease dramatically (Chart 25). There are two legal constraints on banks’ profit distribution policies. First, banks realising net losses are prohibited from dividend payments at the expense of their capital. This is binding for a majority of banks throughout the adverse scenario horizon (Chart 26). Second, for the remaining banks making profits, about one fifth show capital ratios below regulatory targets and their payout ratios are bound by their respective Maximum Distributable Amount (MDA).
5.6 Contagion channels

**Interbank contagion may amplify banks’ capital shortfalls.** A direct interbank contagion channel is not included in the model used so far in the analysis, and we refer to the Contagion Mapping methodology (CoMap)\(^{20}\) in order to evaluate systemic risk stemming from banks’ interconnectedness. The CoMap methodology is based on a network of euro area large exposures and is tailored to estimate the contagion due to

---

credit and funding risks via bilateral linkages. It evaluates first-round effects (direct losses), and second-round (and subsequent) effects (cascade losses) due to domino defaults and fire sale losses as banks respond to shocks by liquidating assets.

The model covers exposures among 2,830 consolidated banking groups worldwide (Figure 3). Interbank exposures encompass debt, equity, derivative and off-balance-sheet items exceeding 10% of a bank’s eligible capital. For each exposure, the model contains information on collateral pledged and maturity structure, as well as bank-specific characteristics such as the pool of HQLA and non-HQLA assets, risk-weighted assets (RWAs), and capital requirements. Overall, the large exposure dataset covers on average 90% of euro area banks’ RWAs vis-à-vis credit institutions for a total gross exposure amount of €2.4 trillion.

Figure 3
Euro area significant institutions’ large exposures vis-à-vis euro area significant institutions (on the left) and international banks (on the right)
(Q4-2017; Euro Billions, Counterparty: SI and International Banks)

The contagion calculation covers both solvency and liquidity distress. The starting point is capital shortfalls as in the augmented adverse scenario (see Section 4.3). On this basis, a distress calculation is performed. This assumes a default on bilateral exposures (equal to the unsecured amount) and a short-term funding withdrawal (for exposures below 30 days) of those banks experiencing capital shortfalls. In this simulation exercise, a bank is assumed to experience solvency distress when capital falls below a distress threshold defined, to be consistent with this report, as minimum capital requirements plus P2R, capital buffers and P2G requirements, and to experience liquidity distress when it cannot comply with its payment obligations due to other banks’ funding withdrawals. Losses from first and
subsequent rounds are accrued to the initial capital shortfalls. The contagion is computed as one-off effects for each quarter in the three-year stress-test horizon and it does not feed back to the rest of the economy.

**Overall, capital depletion in the augmented adverse scenario increases due to interbank contagion.** In the baseline scenario, no contagion among banks materialises due to the fact that no bank gets into distress. In the adverse scenario banks experience an average additional CET1 depletion amounting to 175 basis points across all quarters due to interbank contagion effects (Chart 27). As a result, by the end of 2020 the aggregate CET1 ratio after contagion falls to 8.8%.

**Chart 27**

Significant institutions’ capital depletion as a share of RWAs due to interbank contagion

The large exposure network also encompasses less significant institutions (LSIs). Hence the additional contagion effects on LSIs can be calculated from the stress imposed on significant institutions (SIs). It is found that the average CET1 ratio of LSIs is reduced by 130 basis points.
The role of non-bank financial intermediaries

The importance of non-bank financial intermediaries in the euro area has grown rapidly since the great financial crisis. The euro area market-based financial system, or non-banks for short, a measure that includes all entities of the financial sector except banks, insurance companies, pension funds and CCPs, stood at roughly €34 trillion at the end of 2017 (see Chart 28). The question of how the changing structure of the financial system affects the financing of real-economy borrowers is gaining broader relevance.

Chart 28
Market-based financial system, assets based on broad measure

Sources: ECB and ECB calculations.
Notes: A breakdown of statistical data for money market funds (MMFs), other funds and financial vehicle corporations (FVCs) is available only from the indicated dates onwards. The broad shadow banking sector includes money market funds and all other non-money market investment funds and all other non-monetary financial institutions apart from insurance corporations and pension funds.

Banks and non-banks are both substitutes and complements in the financial intermediation process. As substitutes, competition from non-banks can partially explain the observed retrenching of banks from some markets and activities. Non-bank credit can act as a ‘spare tyre’ for the financing of real-economy borrowers when the supply of bank loans is impaired. Banks and non-banks are also complements in the financial intermediation process. For instance, banks’ ability to provide market-making services is essential to support liquidity and ultimately affects the trading environment of buy-side firms such as investment funds.

Banks and non-banks interact in several ways. They trade in money, capital and derivatives markets; have direct contractual and ownership relationships; and share common exposures to the same assets. While diversification of funding sources for
real-economy borrowers normally contributes to the efficiency of financial intermediation, some types of interaction between banks and non-banks can contribute to amplifying shocks. Contagion channels and spillovers include the materialisation of credit and counterparty risk from direct exposures, risks associated with liquidity and maturity transformation of open-end investment funds, price-mediated mechanisms due to overlapping portfolios, and contingent liabilities from derivatives contracts.

This section proposes three exercises that delve deeper into the possible behaviour of non-banks in the adverse scenario envisaged by the stress test. The discussion around system-wide stress analysis, i.e. the idea of modelling the complex interactions between banks and non-banks in a unified, consistent framework, is still open. In turn, this section presents three exercises, each of them providing one specific angle on the behaviour of non-banks in the scenario. The first exercise helps to understand how the scenario could directly impact inflows and outflows for different types of investment fund, the fast-growing entities in the non-bank universe. The second exercise investigates how banks and investment funds could interact in an environment of asset fire sales. Finally, the third exercise discusses how and to what extent non-bank finance could substitute for a decline in bank loans to non-financial corporations.

Equity, bond and mixed investment funds are expected to experience large outflows in the adverse scenario (Chart 29). The first exercise focuses on expected flows in and out of euro area investment funds under the adverse scenario. Since the crisis, the euro area asset management complex has experienced continued and strong growth, mirroring a global trend. Total assets of euro area investment funds were roughly €12 trillion in March 2018, almost three times their level back in 2008. In this very simple exercise, effective net flows experienced by different categories of investment funds during the period Q3 2001 to Q2 2018 are regressed on a set of macro and financial market variables. These results are then used to estimate net inflows, given the macro and financial conditions envisaged under the adverse scenario in the period 2018-20. Estimated outflows are significant for all funds, with equity funds expected to experience major falls in assets under management due to large losses for equity indices envisaged in the adverse scenario.
The interactions between banks and non-banks in a stressed scenario can give rise to fire sales of marketable securities. The present analysis considers shocks affecting marketable securities of both banks and investment funds. An extensive literature shows that adverse price developments can induce both banks and investment funds to sell assets and trigger fire sale externalities. These behaviours would add momentum to the fall in asset prices and feed back into the balance sheets of those entities exposed to the same assets, creating further selling pressure. Specifically, banks are expected to sell assets in an attempt to restore their target leverage as negative shocks hit their equity position. The same shocks, by depressing the performance of investment funds, force portfolio managers to liquidate assets in order to meet increased redemption requests. In the model, sales by both banks and investment funds have second-round effects that further affect valuations and the balance sheets of the two sectors.

The second exercise evaluates the possible contribution to fire sales by euro area investment funds and banks. The model explicitly takes into account that the two sectors have exposures to the same asset classes and also considers second-round price effects. The simulation exercise makes two key assumptions. First, in line with Greenwood et al. (2015), banks are assumed to target their leverage ratio so that negative shocks to the value of their marketable securities trigger asset sales. Second, investment funds face a positively sloped flow-performance relationship, so that negative shocks by depressing performance prompt net outflows.

---

22 The balance sheets of banks and investment funds are constructed using aggregate data from the ECB Statistical Data Warehouse.
and, ultimately, asset sales to accommodate redemption requests.\textsuperscript{23} The impact of asset sales on prices is calculated using the Amihud ratio of relevant market indices for equity holdings and, for debt securities.\textsuperscript{24}

**The impact of the adverse scenario on investment funds would be sizeable (Chart 30).** The adverse scenario would mainly affect valuations of investment funds’ asset holdings (price effect). Investment funds are relatively less affected by the impact of forced sales and by second-round effects. Sales from banks, in turn, are much larger than those from investment funds. However, during our sample period the share of sales conducted by funds is increasing (Chart 31). This trend reflects the increasing size of the euro area investment fund sector.

**Chart 30**

Changes to total assets
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\textsuperscript{23} More specifically, this assumption relies on estimating the sensitivity of funds’ in- and out-flows to past performance (Fama and MacBeth regression) using fund-level information for each of the seven fund sectors under consideration (bond, equity, mixed, hedge, and real estate, as well as a residual sector of other funds). The coefficients are statistically significant and economically meaningful for most of the sectors. In particular, it is found that a fall in market returns would translate into significant investor redemptions and that the magnitude of the estimated coefficients is inversely related to the volatility of the returns in a given market. For example, the sensitivity of equity fund flows is lower than that of bond fund flows for the same shock, as equity investors expect more volatility in their investments than do bond investors.

\textsuperscript{24} With regard to equities, the euro area equity asset classes in this framework are matched to Euro STOXX and the non-euro area ones to MSCI World. Then the Amihud ratio for the period of our sample is calculated. It is found that the Amihud ratio reached its highest value at the end of 2008 and then peaked again in the second half of 2011, i.e. during the euro area sovereign bond crisis. The Amihud ratio of Euro STOXX is also higher than that of MSCI World, as the same volume of sales is expected to have a stronger impact on the narrower investment universe that it covers. Regarding corporate bond holdings, we follow the procedure described in Ellul et al (2011), who estimate fire sales from insurance companies on recently downgraded corporate bonds. Finally, for the remaining asset classes, the implied price elasticities are derived from information on weights assigned in the Basel III Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) following Cetorelli et al (2016).
Credit from non-banks would only partially compensate for the fall in bank loans. As highlighted by both theoretical and empirical contributions\textsuperscript{25}, credit from non-banks and loans granted by banks is, at least partially, a substitute. When facing a reduction in the supply of bank loans, non-financial corporations tend to issue more bonds, and these bonds are mainly held and ultimately financed by non-banks and other real-money investors such as insurance companies and pension funds. Such a substitution effect was observed in the euro area during both the global and the sovereign debt financial crisis. In the adverse scenario, a sizeable reduction in bank loans to non-financial corporations would materialise (Chart 32). According to a BVAR model that considers several economic and financial variables\textsuperscript{26}, the fall in bank loans would be partially counterbalanced by higher corporate bond issuance. Compared with the baseline scenario, bank loans to the whole private sector would decline cumulatively by almost €1.6 trillion during the three years of the simulation exercise. In the same period, outstanding corporate bonds would increase by roughly €250 billion (Chart 33). While bank loans would register the largest fall only in 2019, bond issuance is expected to respond more quickly, increasing mainly in the first two quarters of 2018.\textsuperscript{27}


\textsuperscript{26} The impact on bond issuance of the scenario is gauged by means of structural BVAR identified using information on historical loan supply restrictions in the euro area and their impact on bond issuance. The model considers euro area economic activity, the GDP deflator, notional stocks of loans, credit spreads (BBB-AA) of non-financial corporations, and notional stocks of securities issued by NFCs. The model is estimated in levels. The impact of credit supply restrictions is identified using the ECB Bank Lending Survey (after controlling for bank-level information) as external instruments. The identified loan supply shock is then used to reproduce the adverse scenario and infer the potential path of bonds issued by non-financial corporations. The counterfactual exercise implicitly assumes that non-bank intermediaries have full capacity to absorb new bond issuance. The exercise builds on historical regularities of the substitution between loans and bonds observed over the global financial crisis (2008-2009) and sovereign debt crisis (2011-2013). Over these periods banks faced several difficulties and restricted loan supply to the private sector: bond issuance compensated partially for impairment of the banking sector. See Altavilla et al (2015).

\textsuperscript{27} The quick reaction of NFC bond issuance is consistent with evidence provided by Altavilla et al. (2015).
**Chart 32**
Reduction in banks’ loans in the adverse scenario compared with baseline

(EUR billions)

**Chart 33**
Cumulated percentage increase in NFC bonds outstanding in the adverse scenario

(EUR billions)
7 Conclusions

In this paper we present a macroprudential stress test for 91 significant euro area banks. The stress test considers the evolution of the financial system as a whole and includes various amplification mechanisms. It starts from an adverse but plausible macroeconomic scenario, and includes banks' endogenous responses to shocks. By including bank reactions, it offers a metric for judging the resilience of the banking sector that incorporates banks' behaviour according to historically observed patterns. The paper also evaluates the effect of adding the feedback loops between the financial and real sectors, as well as the interactions between banks and other counterparties in financial and capital markets.

The stress test exercise illustrates the relevance of assumptions regarding banks’ behaviour, especially of a static vs. a dynamic balance sheet assumption. Compared with the results under the static balance sheet assumption, which is typically applied in the microprudential stress test exercise, under the dynamic balance sheet assumption this paper finds lower depletion in terms of the CET1 ratio, but higher depletion in terms of absolute system-wide CET1 capital. The lower depletion of capital ratios results from banks’ deleveraging that improves their capital ratios compared with the results under the static balance sheet assumption. In contrast, the higher depletion in terms of absolute system-wide capital is driven by the additional amplification mechanisms that increase losses and hence lower capital, though banks still deleverage and mute the effect on their capital ratios. The deleveraging, however, constitutes an externality and imposes costs in terms of an additional credit contraction that translates into lower economic activity. For the adverse scenario considered, a credit supply shock propagates back to the real economy and results in an additional 1.6 percentage point decrease in euro area cumulative GDP growth.

The proposed methodology for the macroprudential stress test will develop further. The results presented are based on many exogenous paths of bank-level variables that are intended to be endogenised in future versions of the model. This concerns for instance the market risk or selected components of funding costs. Further, semi-structural approach, while overcoming many modelling obstacles, is still not free from limitations imposed by generally low bank-level and loan-level data availability. For instance, separate estimation of many model equations may foster higher estimation errors. To address the latter concern at least partially, one of the appendices of the paper reports the results of an outside model validation of the reported results.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Implementation of the feedback loop and cure rates

Model and feedback loop

This appendix elaborates on the design of the feedback loop in the augmented adverse scenario. The details of the model and its dynamics are described in the accompanying paper “Banking euro area stress test model” (BEAST), while the appendix summarises only the functioning of selected elements of the model relevant to implementation of the feedback loop.

The macroeconomic module of the BEAST can be described as a reduced-form multi-country setup. The dynamics of single euro area economies are estimated using a structural panel vector autoregressive model (SPVAR). An additional block of cross-country trade spillovers links countries’ import volumes to foreign demand variables, and their export prices to foreign price variables.

The SPVAR distinguishes between 10 structural shocks. It is estimated for 19 euro area countries and includes 11 endogenous and two exogenous variables for each country. Credit supply shock in particular is identified by a set of sign and zero restrictions following Hristov et al. (2012), Barnett et al. (2013) and Duchi et al. (2016). It leads to lending rates and lending volumes moving in opposite directions. To distinguish the shock from aggregated demand innovations we also impose zero contemporaneous restrictions on price inflation, unemployment rate, and short- and long-term interest rates. Along with the estimates, on average a favourable credit supply shock increases loan volume by about 1.1% on impact and decreases lending rates by 5 basis points on impact. After the credit supply shock, GDP increases by about 0.25% on impact before slowly returning to baseline. The effect of the credit supply shock on other variables is relatively limited.

Bank loan dynamics are driven by demand- and supply-side factors. Loan demand depends on aggregate economic conditions such as GDP growth, unemployment and interest rates. Loan supply, on the other hand, depends on individual bank characteristics such as solvency, asset quality and profitability, which determine bank capacity to provide financing sources to the real economy. The working of the feedback loop relates to loan supply factors and in particular to the non-linear response of banks to capital shortage.

In order to uncover the dependency of loan supply on bank capitalisation we estimate in a difference-in-difference type of model on detailed bank-level data (COREP/FINREP). Following Khwaja and Mian (2008) we use information on banks that have exposures to at least two countries (counterparties) and use bank-counterparty fixed effects to control for all counterparty-time related drivers that
are likely to overlap with loan demand changes. Our assumption is that loan demand is not bank-specific, i.e. it applies equally to all the banks exposed to the same counterparty.

Quarter-on-quarter growth rate of loans is linked to a CET1 ratio surplus or shortfall, sector-counterparty specific share of non-performing loans, and return on assets. CET1 surplus/shortfall is defined as a difference between the actual CET1 capital ratio and the regulatory limit derived as the sum of minimum capital requirements, Pillar 2 requirements (P2R), capital buffers, and Pillar 2 guidance (P2G). It is included both linearly and interacted with a dummy variable taking the value of 1 if a bank experiences a capital shortfall (non-linear term). The regressions are run separately for corporate, household (consumer and mortgage), central banking, and government sectors.

The effect of a CET1 surplus/shortfall appears strongest for corporates and consumer loans. The effect of a CET1 surplus/shortfall is amplified when a bank experiences a capital shortfall. As expected, this non-linearity is more pronounced for higher risk-weighted corporate loans. The effect of a capital surplus/shortfall is stronger for foreign exposures. When hit by a capital shortfall, banks will reduce lending abroad rather than in the domestic market.

The feedback loop from the banking sector to the real economy has been described as a set of additional credit supply shocks that amount to a non-linear reaction of banks to adverse developments in their capitalisation and asset quality. The baseline and adverse scenarios have first been decomposed into structural shocks present in the BEAST assuming that credit supply shocks are absent in the stress-test horizon. Absence of credit supply innovations does not preclude the response of credit supply to other shocks, and this is incorporated into the scenarios.

The non-linear loan reactions of individual banks to a CET1 shortfall and changes in NPL ratios in terms of credit supply have been aggregated at a country level in order to derive the measure of an additional credit shortage. Country-level aggregation provides a measure of a percentage drop in lending compared with the previous period. These have been mapped into proportional credit supply shocks hitting individual euro area economies, and as such incorporated into the augmented adverse scenario.

It is worth noting that specification of the feedback loop is particular to this exercise. Specification is tailored to the situation where the baseline and adverse scenarios have been developed outside the model and are expected to already incorporate credit demand and at least a part of the credit supply response to economic developments.

Cure rates

The model allows non-zero cure rates in the baseline scenario. These are calculated on the basis of the information reported by banks in the 2018 stress test for
the purpose of LGD (Loss Given Default) calculation. Banks were required to provide the proportion of exposures in stage 3 along with IRFS9 standards (S3) that cure through repayments and with zero losses in all years until maturity. We adjust bank-specific life-time cure rates by their average portfolio maturity as reported in net-interest income template. The maturity structure was cross-checked with the average maturity of defaulted exposures as reported in COREP to rule out the maturity of non-performing and performing loans substantially differing for some banks. Bank-level cure rates are set to sector-country-level average parameters weighted by loan exposures and kept constant for the projection horizon. In the adverse scenario, cure rates are assumed to be zero for all portfolios.

Appendix 2: Contagion Model

The estimated induced losses in the large exposure network are computed following a variant of the Eisenberg and Noe (2001) framework. This was developed by Covi et al (2019) and built on the Espinosa and Sole (2011). This augmented contagion modelling framework includes bank-specific ($i$) and/or exposure-specific ($j$) parameters in order to precisely estimate credit and funding shocks, among others, a loss given default ($\lambda_{ij}$), a funding shortfall ($\rho_i$), and a fire sale discount rate ($\delta_i$). These parameters have been calibrated by exploiting additional information embodied in the large exposure data, which have been complemented by other COREP and FINREP supervisory templates.

Given a distress event, the capital of exposed counterparties, such as bank $i$, must absorb the losses on impact. Then bank $i$ becomes insolvent if its capital falls below a certain threshold $c^d_i$, which may be defined as the bank’s minimum capital requirements with or without capital buffers. In other words, bank $i$ is said to fail if its capital surplus ($c_i - c^d_i$) is insufficient to fully cover the losses:

$$c_i - c^d_i < \sum_{j \in Y} \sum_k \lambda_{ij} x_{ij}^k + \delta_i \min \left\{ \frac{1}{1 - \delta_i} \max \left\{ 0, \sum_{j \in Y} \rho_i x_{ji} - y_i \right\}, \theta_i \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In terms of the impact through the liquidity channel, bank $i$’s liquidity surplus ($\gamma_i$) serves as the first line of defence. However, the remaining liquidity shortages might require a large-scale fire sale operation relative to its financial assets. Having already exhausted its liquidity surplus, bank $i$ becomes illiquid if its remaining assets ($\theta_i$) are insufficient to match the liquidity shortage:

$$\theta_i < \frac{1}{1 - \delta_i} \max \left\{ 0, \sum_{j \in Y} \rho_i x_{ji} - y_i \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Notably, in our framework, a bank may default contemporaneously via solvency and liquidity when inequalities (1) and (2) are jointly satisfied. This implies that the funding shortfall is larger than the funds retrieved from the liquidity surplus and the fire sale operations, and, at the same time, that the cumulated losses incurred via credit losses and fire sales are larger than the capital surplus.
Bringing the full network of banks into the picture, in each simulation the exercise tests the system for a given set of banks in distress. The initial trigger is provided by those banks breaching the distress threshold in the stress test exercise. The exercise moves to subsequent rounds if there are additional failures in the system and stops when there are no other failures. The contagion exercise is performed for every quarter according to the new inputs from the stress test exercise.
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